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ABSTRACT
Data provenance allows us to explore the lineage and derivation his-
tory of data objects. As data and its provenance flow between peo-
ple and tasks in potentially untrusted environments, it becomes es-
sential to provide integrity and confidentiality assurances for prove-
nance. Any solution also needs to be efficient, modular, and easy to
deploy. In this poster and demonstration proposal, we discuss de-
ployment issues of secure provenance in existing provenance sys-
tems. We present the design and implementation of SPROV 2.0 –
a highly configurable and modular library for secure provenance.
SPROV 2.0 is designed in a platform-independent manner, and can
be easily configured using plugins to utilize different cryptographic
techniques and storage methods. We also show how SPROV 2.0
can be added to existing provenance frameworks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Provenance information summarizes the history of the owner-

ship of objects and the actions performed on them. Widely used
in arts, archives, and archaeology, provenance has recently gained
widespread usage in digital data processing. Several provenance
systems have been developed in scientific computing and work-
flow applications [5]. However, most of the existing research has
focused on collection, annotation, and querying provenance, and
little has been done to ensure the trustworthiness of data prove-
nance through integrity and confidentiality assurances [1]. As data
crosses application and organization boundaries and passes through
untrusted environments, its associated provenance information be-
comes vulnerable to illicit alteration. With widespread use of prove-
nance in business, medical, and government sectors, we must en-
sure that we can trust provenance. Healthcare and financial reg-
ulations (e.g., the Sarbanes-Oxley Act) often mandate provenance
assurances. To make provenance trustworthy, we need to guaran-
tee completeness - all relevant actions pertaining to a document are
captured; integrity - adversaries cannot forge or alter provenance;
availability - auditors can verify the integrity of provenance infor-
mation; confidentiality - only authorized parties should read prove-
nance; and efficiency - solutions should have low overheads.
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In [2], we presented a scheme for providing integrity and con-
fidentiality assurances for data provenance. To evaluate our ideas,
we developed SPROV – a high-performance proof-of-concept ap-
plication layer library for recording file system provenance with
integrity and confidentiality assurances. However, existing prove-
nance systems have different security requirements and use many
different storage mechanisms. To ensure deployment and compati-
bility with existing provenance management frameworks, we need
a modular and configurable architecture.

In this poster and demonstration, we provide details about the
design of SPROV 2.0 (henceforth called SPROV2) – an efficient,
highly-configurable, and modular library for secure provenance.
SPROV2 separates the provenance collection mechanism from the
mechanism to provide security assurances. It is highly-configurable
as different plugins can be added to provide various types of se-
curity guarantees, depending upon the application domain. In our
demonstration, we also show the integration of SPROV2 with exist-
ing provenance frameworks such as the Provenance-Aware Storage
System (PASS) [4]. The contributions of this poster and demon-
stration are as follows:

• We investigate issues related to the deployment of secure
provenance;

• We design SPROV 2.0 – a high-performance, modular, and
configurable architecture for secure provenance; and

• We show how we can integrate SPROV 2.0 into existing
provenance frameworks.

2. BACKGROUND
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Figure 1: A provenance chain and a sample provenance record.

SPROV2 implements the provenance security architecture that
we presented in [2]. In our model, each document (i.e., any con-
tainer of data) is associated with a provenance chain. Changes
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Figure 2: The SPROV2 System Architecture.

made to a document by users are recorded in provenance records. A
chronologically ordered sequence of provenance records forms the
provenance chain. Integrity is protected using a signature-chaining
mechanism. Each user can selectively choose the confidentiality of
their actions by encrypting the modification details. Each prove-
nance record Pi consists of the identity component Ui, a log of
the user actions Wi (which may be encrypted), a hash of the cur-
rent version of the document, key distribution component Ki, the
checksum component Ci, and an optional public key component
Publici. Further, Ui may have different attributes, such as the user
ID and timestamps. The checksum Ci is computed by first con-
catenating the previous checksum Ci−1 with a hash of the first four
components of a provenance record, and then signing it with the
current user’s private key. The modification log Wi may be en-
crypted with a key, and the key distribution component Ki is used
to allow trusted auditors to access the key. An example provenance
record in this model is shown in Figure 1.

In addition, we proposed several refinements and additional func-
tionalities in [2, 3]. For example, a spiral provenance chain has
multiple checksums per entry, where each checksum is computed
by using a checksum from a previous entry in the chain. This allows
us to perform integrity preserving summarization of chains, i.e.,
systematically remove entries from the chain while preserving the
integrity-auditing properties. We also discussed the Co-provenance
property [3], which allows the entanglements of provenance chains
of multiple related documents.

3. DEPLOYMENT ISSUES
A number of provenance collection and management systems

have already been designed for different application domains [5].
However, none of them consider security issues. While designing
SPROV – the proof-of-concept library for secure provenance [2],

we identified some deployment issues in augmenting the existing
provenance frameworks with security assurances. Here, we discuss
some of the main deployment issues:

• Configurable Security Mechanisms. The security require-
ments of different application domains vary widely. For ex-
ample, the Karma provenance framework is geared towards
provenance collection in scientific applications [6]. PASS
is designed for provenance collection in commodity operat-
ing systems [4]. Some application areas require recording
only data modification information, while others may require
recording all accesses to data (both read and write). There-
fore, the security mechanisms should be configurable in or-
der to customize the integrity and confidentiality assurances.

• Storage Mechanisms. Existing provenance frameworks use
many different types of storage mechanisms. For example,
PASS uses an in-kernel port of Berkeley DB. There are pro-
posals to use a cloud to store provenance data under PASS.
Karma stores provenance in relational databases. Therefore,
any generic system for secure provenance should separate the
provenance collection, storage, and security functionalities.
It should also provide support for different types of storage
systems.

4. DESIGN
Design Philosophy. Our main goals in the design of SPROV2
was to make it platform-independent, highly-configurable, and ef-
ficient. To achieve these goals, we separated the storage and secu-
rity mechanisms, and also delegated functionality to customized
plugins. SPROV2 is independent of any provenance format re-
quirements. All it requires is a finite-length provenance record that
the overlying provenance system would generate. After applying
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the cryptographic and storage plugins, SPROV2 outputs a secured
provenance record ready for the configured storage method.

Components. We designed SPROV2 as an application layer li-
brary written in approximately 2000 lines of C++ code. The SPROV2
architecture is shown in Figure 2. SPROV2 consists of the follow-
ing components:

• Secure Provenance Layer. This layer provides an interface
to existing provenance systems. It takes a provenance record
as input, and applies the configured cryptographic plugins to
the record to create a signed and/or encrypted version of the
provenance record.

• Storage Management Layer. This layer manages the stor-
age of the provenance record in different types of underlying
storage systems. storage method plugins can be configured
to use different types of storage mechanism.

Plugins. SPROV2 delegates its main functions to cryptographic
and storage method plugins.

• Cryptographic Plugins. The cryptographic plugins provide
the integrity and confidentiality assurances for a given prove-
nance record. For example, each type of integrity-preserving
chaining mechanism can be implemented as a plugin. Sim-
ilarly, different types of confidentiality and key distribution
mechanisms are implemented as plugins. SPROV2 also al-
lows extensibility, allowing a developer to design her own
plugin with a customized security mechanism.

At this moment, SPROV2 supports the following cryptographic
plugins: (for integrity) basic chaining, spiral chaining, co-
provenance chaining; (for confidentiality) default encryption,
broadcast encryption, threshold encryption, and bit commit-
ment.

• Storage Method Plugins. SPROV2 allows selecting one
or more storage method plugins. Each storage method plu-
gin corresponds to a different storage mechanism (e.g., file,
relational database, cloud).

At this moment, we support the following storage method
plugins: file system, Berkeley DB, MySQL, and Amazon S3.

Integration with Existing Systems. SPROV2 exposes a very sim-
ple API to existing provenance systems. The openProv(metadata)
method returns a pointer to the provenance chain for the speci-
fied object. The writeProv( provenance record, pointer) method
stores the given provenance record into the provenance chain of the
object identified by the pointer. The readProv(pointer[,index])
retrieves a provenance record (indicated by index) for the given
provenance chain (indicated by the pointer). The closeProv(pointer)
method is used to close the opened provenance chain. Finally,
the verifyProv(pointer) method can be used to audit a provenance
chain.

Using this simple API, it is easy to integrate SPROV2 with exist-
ing provenance systems. For the purposes of this demo and poster,
we show how SPROV2 can be integrated with the Provenance-
Aware Storage System (PASS) [4].

5. SPROV2 DEMONSTRATION
The SPROV2 demonstration will include a short video on the

architecture of SPROV2. It will also include an example of how
SPROV2 can be integrated into existing provenance architectures.
We will also demonstrate visually how SPROV2 works. We will
provide detailed performance evaluation of SPROV2 using several
benchmarks. Finally, we will present a practical demonstration of
SPROV2 integrated into the PASS framework.

The SPROV2 demonstration will require a desktop or a laptop
computer with Internet access.

6. CONCLUSION
In this poster and demonstration proposal, we presented the de-

sign of SPROV 2.0 – a highly-configurable modular architecture
for secure provenance. SPROV2 aims at providing secure prove-
nance functionality to a wide number of existing provenance sys-
tems. SPROV2 is designed to be independent of the underlying
provenance format and model. We showed guidelines of how this
can be integrated with existing provenance systems such as PASS.
The configurability of SPROV2 makes it very easy to add different
types of security and storage mechanisms, depending upon the ap-
plication scenario. This will in turn lead to widespread deployment
of security assurances to existing provenance frameworks.
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